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Abstract A decadal-scale deformation transient preceding the 2011 Mw 9 Tohoku-oki, Japan, earthquake
was reported from continuous GPS data and interpreted as accelerating aseismic slip on the Japan Trench
megathrust. Given the unprecedented nature of this transient, independent confirmation of accelerating
slip is required. Here we show that changes in the recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes on the
Japan Trench megathrust in the period 1996 to 2011 are consistent with accelerating slip preceding the
Tohoku-oki earthquake. All sequences of repeating earthquakes with statistically significant trends in
recurrence interval (at 95% confidence) offshore south central Tohoku occurred at an accelerating rate.
Furthermore, estimates of the magnitude of slip acceleration from repeating earthquakes are consistent
with the completely independent geodetic estimates. From a joint inversion of the GPS and seismicity data,
we infer that a substantial portion of the megathrust experienced accelerating slip, partly surrounding the
eventual rupture zone of the Mw 9 earthquake.

1. Introduction

Estimating spatiotemporal variations of aseismic slip on major plate boundaries is a fundamental step toward
understanding the underlying mechanical processes that may influence the magnitude and timing of damag-
ing earthquakes. Short-term foreshock activity, possibly associated with propagation of aseismic slip, has been
found to precede recent large megathrust earthquakes, namely, the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-oki, Japan, [Ando
and Imanishi, 2011; Kato et al., 2012] and the 2014 Mw 8.1 Iquique, Chile, [Hayes et al., 2014; Ruiz et al., 2014;
Schurr et al., 2014] events. Furthermore, a very long duration deformation transient that spanned the period
1996–2011, prior to the 11 March 2011 Mw 9 Tohoku-oki event, was reported from continuous Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) observations in northern Honshu, Japan [Mavrommatis et al., 2014; Yokota and Koketsu,
2015] (Figure 1). The transient was not related to postseismic transients from several Mw ∼6–7 earthquakes in
the period 2003–2011 or larger historical earthquakes and was therefore interpreted as accelerating aseismic
slip on the Japan Trench megathrust, i.e., a decadal-scale transient slip event [Mavrommatis et al., 2014]. Given
that such a long-duration transient slip event—preceding a Mw 9 earthquake—is unprecedented, provid-
ing independent confirmation of its occurrence is vital. Furthermore, land-based GPS data have poor spatial
resolution of slip on the shallow, near-trench portion of the megathrust, where the Mw 9 rupture occurred
[Loveless and Meade, 2011]; thus, the spatial relationship between the Mw 9 rupture area and the hypothesized
accelerating creep is uncertain. Here we use independent observations of small repeating earthquakes that
occurred on the Japan Trench megathrust to test for the GPS-inferred accelerating slip preceding the Mw 9
event and improve its spatial resolution.

Repeating earthquakes have nearly identical waveforms, magnitudes, and source locations and have been
found in a number of tectonic settings including the San Andreas Fault, California, [Bufe et al., 1977; Vidale
et al., 1994; Nadeau and Johnson, 1998; Schaff et al., 1998; Bürgmann et al., 2000] and the Japan Trench [Igarashi
et al., 2003; Uchida et al., 2003; Uchida and Matsuzawa, 2011]. Sequences of repeating earthquakes respond to
large nearby earthquakes with decreasing recurrence intervals that gradually recover to premainshock rates,
consistent with their being driven by frictional afterslip [Schaff et al., 1998; Nadeau and McEvilly, 2004; Uchida
et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2010; Taira et al., 2014; Uchida et al., 2015]. Additionally, variations in recurrence intervals
were correlated with independent geodetic measurements of fault creep [Nadeau and McEvilly, 1999]. These
observations have led to the conceptual model that these earthquakes represent repeated failure of a single
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Figure 1. (a) Map of GPS station accelerations estimated by Mavrommatis et al. [2014] (black arrows). Colors (blue to red) represent dip-slip component of
estimated slip acceleration on the plate interface based on the GPS data. Sequences of repeating earthquakes that pass the Mann-Kendall (MK) test for
significant trends in their recurrence intervals (95% confidence) are shown as triangles, with yellow upward triangles indicating positive trends (decelerating
recurrence) and cyan downward triangles indicating negative trends (accelerating recurrence). Gray circles are sequences that do not pass the MK test; white
squares are sequences that do not pass the MK test and have a coefficient of variation in their recurrence interval less than 0.1 (near-regular recurrence).
Contours of coseismic slip distribution of the 2011 Mw 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake in 10 m intervals from Hooper et al. [2013] are also shown. (b) Preferred model of
slip acceleration on the plate interface resulting from the joint inversion of GPS and repeating earthquakes (colors as in Figure 1a). Circles show the estimated slip
accelerations at the locations of the repeating earthquake sequences that passed the MK test. Observed GPS accelerations (same as in Figure 1a) shown as black
arrows with 2𝜎 error ellipses, predicted in green.

fault patch (asperity), driven by creep on the surrounding fault. The fault patch slips repeatedly in order to keep
up with accumulated slip on the surrounding fault. As a consequence, variability in the recurrence interval
can be interpreted as variability in the surrounding creep rate.

2. Trends in Recurrence Intervals of Repeating Earthquakes

We use a catalog of repeating earthquakes in which events offshore Northeastern Japan were grouped into
sequences (families) based on the similarity of their waveforms [Uchida and Matsuzawa, 2013] (Figure S1 in
the supporting information). The catalog includes only events that occurred on the upper surface of the
Pacific Plate and whose focal mechanisms were similar to that of the Tohoku-oki earthquake (low-angle thrust)
[Uchida and Matsuzawa, 2013]. The catalog is complete to M 2.5 for the period 1993 to 2011, prior to the
Tohoku-oki earthquake (magnitudes determined by the Japan Meteorological Agency). Here we consider the
time period 21 March 1996 to 6 February 2011, i.e., the same period as the GPS data analyzed by Mavrommatis
et al. [2014].

Our approach is to test whether repeating earthquake sequences exhibit significant monotonic trends in
recurrence interval. To observe a monotonic trend in recurrence interval, only sequences with at least three
intervals (i.e., four events) can be used. We therefore limit the data to sequences with at least four events in
the time period of interest. In addition, we retain only sequences in which events have an average magni-
tude of at least M 3 and a small variation in magnitude (𝜎 < 0.3 units), and we exclude short-lived sequences
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Figure 2. Chronology of repeating earthquakes with statistically significant monotonic trends in recurrence interval
according to the Mann-Kendall test (95% confidence). Each panel corresponds to a sequence showing magnitudes
(black stems) and recurrence interval as a function of time (blue curves if trend is positive, red if trend is negative).
The locations of the sequences are shown in Figure 1a.

(details in Text S1). Seventy-six sequences satisfy all of the above criteria (Figures 1 and S1)—we use only
these sequences for the rest of the analysis.

We first test whether any of these sequences exhibit a statistically significant monotonic trend in recurrence
interval by applying the Mann-Kendall (MK) test for nonparametric trend detection [Mann, 1945; Kendall,
1948] (Text S2). Sixteen sequences pass the test at the 95% confidence level, i.e., exhibit monotonic trends in
their recurrence intervals (Figures 1a and 2 and Table S1). Using the binomial distribution, we assess the col-
lective significance of the individual tests as a whole [Livezey and Chen, 1983]: at the 95% confidence level, the
probability that the observed percentage of sequences (16/76) passed the test by chance is negligible (∼10−7)
(Figure S3). Out of the 60 sequences that do not pass the MK test (at 95% confidence), three have a coefficient
of variation in their recurrence interval less than 0.1 (Figures 1 and S4), meaning that these sequences exhibit
near-regular recurrence (no trend).

The sign of the trend in the recurrence intervals of individual sequences has a highly systematic spatial pat-
tern (Figure 1a). Offshore south central Tohoku (latitude range 36∘–39∘) 12 sequences that passed the MK
test at 95% confidence display negative trends in recurrence interval, i.e., decreasing interval with time (accel-
erating recurrence). On the other hand, offshore northern Tohoku (latitude range 39∘–41∘), the remaining
four sequences that passed the test show positive trends in recurrence interval, i.e., decelerating recurrence.
Application of the collective significance test separately for sequences in the north and south yields a proba-
bility that the sequences passed the test by chance of 1.8% for the north (4/31 sequences passed) and ∼10−7

for the south (12/45 sequences passed). This implies that each of the two subsets of sequences is collectively
significant at the 95% level, indicating that the observed along-strike dichotomy in the sign of the trend is
significant. Relaxing the confidence level of the MK test to 90%, 17 sequences offshore south central Tohoku
have decreasing recurrence interval, and one sequence exhibits increasing interval (Figure S5a). A similar pat-
tern is observed after computing the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, 𝜌, between recurrence interval
and time in each of the 76 sequences: recurrence interval tends to monotonically decrease (𝜌 < 0) for most
sequences in the south and monotonically increase (𝜌> 0) for most sequences in the north (Figure S5b).
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The spatial pattern of the trends of recurrence intervals of repeating earthquakes is entirely consistent with
the distribution of slip acceleration inferred from the completely independent GPS data by Mavrommatis et al.
[2014] (Figure 1a). Offshore northern Tohoku (Sanriku area), increasing recurrence intervals imply decelerating
creep, which we interpret as afterslip from the 1994 Mw 7.7 Sanriku earthquake, in agreement with previous
studies [Igarashi et al., 2003; Uchida et al., 2003; Uchida and Matsuzawa, 2013]. Offshore south central Tohoku,
decreasing recurrence intervals imply long-term accelerating creep prior to the Mw 9 Tohoku-oki earth-
quake, confirming the inference from independent GPS observations [Mavrommatis et al., 2014; Yokota and
Koketsu, 2015].

3. Estimating Slip From Recurrence Intervals

While the sign of the slip acceleration inferred from repeating earthquakes is consistent with the inference
from independent GPS data, in order to quantitatively compare the magnitude of the acceleration, we need
to estimate the amount of slip in each repeating event of a given seismic moment. We calculate the moments
of the events in the catalog using their magnitudes and the standard relationship of Hanks and Kanamori
[1979]. Following previous studies [Scholz, 1990; Schaff et al., 1998; Nadeau and Johnson, 1998; Beeler et al.,
2001; Nadeau and McEvilly, 1999, 2004; Chen et al., 2007; Chen and Lapusta, 2009], we assume that slip in a
repeating earthquake of a given moment M0 that occurs at time t has a constant, characteristic magnitude
of s = VL(t)T(t), where VL(t) is the average slip rate on the surrounding fault during the recurrence interval
T(t) between the last earthquake and time t. Slip within an asperity can be both seismic and aseismic. If slip
is characteristic, s is independent of VL(t); hence, VL(t) and T(t) are inversely proportional for the same M0. For
a sequence of events with characteristic moment M0 in which the hypothesis of steady VL cannot be rejected
(i.e., there is no significant trend in T(t)), the characteristic slip is thus equal to s(M0) = VLT(M0), where T is the
average recurrence interval in the sequence. Since the observables from a catalog of repeating earthquakes
are only T and M0, additional information about VL is required to compute s(M0). Nadeau and Johnson [1998]
used geodetic estimates of VL and observations of T(M0) to empirically compute s(M0), neglecting aseismic
slip. However, this model leads to extreme stress drops for the smallest events. Alternatively, one can use a
physical model of repeating earthquake recurrence and compute s(M0) using the value of VL that best fits the
observations of T(M0) [Beeler et al., 2001; Chen and Lapusta, 2009].

Only a small subset of the repeating sequences has significant trends in recurrence interval. For most of
the sequences we cannot reject the hypothesis of steady VL, and hence, we can use these sequences to fit
models of T(M0). Here we consider three different such models, which we refer to as (1) standard model,
(2) Nadeau-Johnson model, and (3) Beeler model. The standard model represents each repeating earthquake
as rupture on a circular crack that undergoes uniform stress drop; in addition, slip that is accommodated at the
location of the repeating earthquake is assumed to be entirely seismic. The Nadeau-Johnson model [Nadeau
and Johnson, 1998] is an empirical relationship between recurrence interval and moment based on observa-
tions from the San Andreas Fault, California. The Beeler model [Beeler et al., 2001] allows for aseismic slip as part
of the cumulative slip that is accommodated at the location of the repeating earthquake via a strain-hardening
constitutive law. Further description of these models and their differences is provided in Text S3.

We fit each model to the observations of T(M0) using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (Text S3
and Figure S6). According to the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [Akaike, 1974] and Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) [Schwarz, 1978], the Nadeau-Johnson and Beeler models give significantly better fits
to the data than the standard model, with the Beeler model having slightly lower values of both BIC and
AIC (Text S3). We adopt the Beeler model, which depends on three parameters: loading velocity, VL, stress
drop, Δ𝜏 , and strain-hardening coefficient, C, which controls the ratio of aseismic to total slip. The fit to the
data is shown in Figure 3a; while there is significant scatter in the data (presumably due to factors includ-
ing spatial variability in creep rate and stress drop), the model captures the observed weak variation of
recurrence interval with moment. The MCMC estimation results in probability distributions of the model
parameters, with the maximum-likelihood estimates being VL =5.0[4.1, 8.2] cm/yr,Δ𝜏=7.9[2.2, 9.8]MPa, and
C = 0.6[0.2, 1.4] MPa/cm, where the numbers in brackets are the 95% confidence limits. Our estimate of
C is consistent with previous estimates for northern Japan of C = 0.5–1 MPa/cm [Igarashi et al., 2003].
For each realization of VL, Δ𝜏 , and C, we have one realization of predicted relationship between recurrence
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Figure 3. (a) Fit of the Beeler et al. [2001] model to the observed variation between recurrence interval and seismic moment of repeating earthquake sequences.
Dots plot average recurrence intervals, T , and moments, M0, of the 76 sequences used in the analysis (sequences that failed the Mann-Kendall test in green,
those that passed in magenta). Background color shows the density of fitted models of T(M0) estimated using MCMC sampling. Blue dashed curves are 95%
confidence limits. Error bar indicates average standard deviation of the recurrence intervals. (b) Slip as a function of moment predicted from the distribution of
T(M0) in Figure 3a. Colors as in Figure 3a.

interval and moment, T(M0) (equation (S10)), and slip and moment, s(M0); the latter is independent of VL and is
given by

s(M0) = Δ𝜏
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 1

1.81𝜇

(
M0

Δ𝜏

)1∕3

+ 1
C

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (1)

where 𝜇 = 30 GPa is the assumed shear modulus. The uncertainty from the scatter in the data is therefore
propagated into the prediction of slip (Figure 3b).

Each realization of the model parameters derived from the MCMC estimation yields one realization of slip
as a function of moment, s(M0). Using these realizations and the dates and moments of the events in each
sequence of repeating earthquakes, we compute many realizations of cumulative slip history, s(t), for each
sequence (Figure S7). The calculation of cumulative slip takes into account the variation of both recurrence
interval and moment within each sequence.

4. Slip Acceleration Inferred From Repeating Earthquakes

We model cumulative slip history at the location of a given repeating sequence, s(t), as a superposition of
steady creep, constant acceleration, and rapid afterslip following moderate to large earthquakes

s(t) = s0 + ṡ0 ⋅ (t − t0) +
1
2

s̈ ⋅ (t − t0)2 + saft(t), (2)

where s0 is the slip at the time t0 of the first event in the sequence, ṡ0 is the initial slip rate, s̈ is the slip accel-
eration, and saft(t) is the cumulative afterslip. Equation (2) is based on the constant acceleration model of
Mavrommatis et al. [2014] that was used to fit GPS time series from the same time period. The constant accel-
eration is a first-order approximation to the actual long-term slip transient and is only applicable to the period
under consideration.

Some of the cumulative slip at the locations of the repeating earthquakes results from rapid afterslip follow-
ing several moderate to large earthquakes that occurred in the period 2003–2011. We correct for afterslip
from Mw > 6.3 earthquakes before interpreting any residual, long-term slip transient as follows. We use the
afterslip prediction of Johnson et al. [2013], who modeled transient postseismic deformation from 2003 to
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Figure 4. (a) Probability density functions (PDFs) of slip acceleration corrected for afterslip from each sequence of
repeating earthquakes that passed the Mann-Kendall (MK) test. Distributions for sequences offshore northern Tohoku
(39∘ –41∘ latitude) are shown in blue, south central Tohoku (36∘ –39∘ latitude) in red. Dashed gray lines mark changes in
scale increments (for clarity). (b) Spatial distribution of estimated slip acceleration at the locations of the repeating
sequences that passed the MK test. Panels correspond to lower 95% confidence bounds (left), maximum-likelihood
values (middle), and upper 95% confidence bounds (right), derived from the PDFs in Figure 4a.

2011 using an asperity model in which patches on the Japan Trench that generated Mw 6.3–7.2 earthquakes
undergo uniform stress drops at the times of the earthquakes, while surrounding regions creep according
to a steady state velocity-strengthening friction law (Figure S8). While the afterslip prediction is somewhat
sensitive to the location of the modeled asperities, in most cases the modeled afterslip is small compared
to the total cumulative slip (Figure S7). Probability density functions of slip acceleration, s̈, in each repeat-
ing sequence are estimated by subtracting the local afterslip from each realization of cumulative slip in that
sequence and fitting the residual time series (s(t) − saft(t)) with a quadratic polynomial, as in equation (2),
imposing a nonnegativity constraint on the instantaneous slip rate (Figures 4a and S9).

In 15 out of the 16 sequences that passed the MK test, we can reject zero slip acceleration (corrected for
afterslip) with very high confidence, and the signs of the accelerations are consistent with the trends in the
recurrence intervals (Figure 4a): in all four sequences offshore northern Tohoku that exhibited decelerating
recurrence, the probability of negative slip acceleration is >99%; and in 11 out of the 12 sequences offshore
south central Tohoku that exhibited accelerating recurrence, the probability of positive slip acceleration is also
>99%. Figure 4b shows the spatial pattern of the resulting acceleration at the locations of the 16 sequences
that passed the MK test. If we include the other 60 sequences that did not pass the MK test, we still observe
a pattern of mostly negative slip accelerations in the north and positive in the south, albeit with more vari-
ability (Figure S10). However, the accelerations in those sequences are less reliable as they do not exhibit a
clear monotonic signal and hence are likely to be biased due to other unmodeled effects. Such effects may
include interactions between nearby repeating asperities, local stress increases due to the occurrence of larger
earthquakes, and afterslip following Mw <6.3 events. Offshore south central Tohoku, the maximum-likelihood
value of the slip acceleration in the sequences that passed the MK test is on average 2.9 mm/yr2. The spatially
averaged slip acceleration in the same region inferred by Mavrommatis et al. [2014] using GPS data ranged
between 2.6 and 4.0 mm/yr2. Even though the repeating earthquakes and the GPS time series are completely
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independent data sets, both the spatial pattern and the magnitude of slip accelerations are remarkably con-
sistent between the two. This result adds further confidence to the interpretation of accelerating creep on the
megathrust preceding the Tohoku-oki earthquake.

5. Joint GPS/Repeating Earthquake Estimation of Slip Acceleration

Repeating earthquakes can improve spatial resolution of slip acceleration on the megathrust relative to
GPS-only inversions. Using accelerations in GPS time series, Mavrommatis et al. [2014] imaged slip accelera-
tion to be concentrated in depths greater than ∼20 km, downdip of the Mw 9 rupture area (Figure 1a). The
inference of negligible shallow acceleration is a result of a minimum-norm regularization of the underdeter-
mined inverse problem and the poor resolution of shallow slip from GPS [Loveless and Meade, 2011]. Here
we perform a joint inversion (Text S4) in which we fit both the GPS station accelerations and the estimated
slip acceleration at the locations of the repeating earthquake sequences that passed the MK test (Figure 1b).
We impose second-order Tikhonov regularization (Laplacian smoothing) on patches that are located within
some radius r from the location of each sequence and minimum-norm regularization everywhere else. The
rationale here is that repeating earthquakes reflect slip locally on the fault, which should be spatially smooth,
but we conservatively minimize slip acceleration outside these areas to the lowest amplitude required to fit
the GPS. This results in a slip distribution that is locally smooth near the repeating earthquakes (Figure S11).
A lower bound on r can be placed assuming that the local slip rate never exceeds the plate convergence rate
in the 15 year observation period, and an upper bound on r can be placed based on the area of the fault that
consists of locked asperities. Based on approximations of these bounds, we choose r = 50 km (Text S4 and
Figure S12). Figure 1b shows the distribution of slip acceleration on the plate interface resulting from the joint
inversion for r = 50 km.

The constraints from repeating earthquakes produce slip acceleration offshore south central Tohoku that is
more heterogeneous than the GPS-only result (Figure 1). Even though the roughness of the slip acceleration
depends on the choice of regularization (Figures S11 and S12), the estimated acceleration exhibits at least two
robust features. First, two repeating sequences offshore Fukushima prefectures (latitude 37∘–37.5∘) demand
locally negligible slip acceleration at a depth of ∼40 km. Second, three repeating sequences at depths shal-
lower than ∼20 km require significant acceleration in parts of the shallow megathrust, mostly south of the
rupture area of the Mw 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake, with one sequence requiring small acceleration inside the
rupture area (Figures 1b and 4b).

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Our estimates of slip from repeating earthquakes are conditional on the common assumption of a repeating
earthquake representing failure of a small seismogenic asperity that is isolated within an area of the fault that
creeps stably [Nadeau and Johnson, 1998; Nadeau and McEvilly, 1999; Beeler et al., 2001; Chen and Lapusta,
2009]. Sammis and Rice [2001] proposed an alternative mechanism for repeating earthquakes, in which these
are modeled as ruptures of small weak asperities at the borders between much larger locked asperities and

creeping patches. The Sammis-Rice model reproduces the observed scaling T ∝ M0

1∕6
of Nadeau and Johnson

[1998]. However, the slip per event in the Sammis-Rice model is not simply related to the local creep rate by
s = VL(t)T(t), as it is in the isolated asperity model. Nevertheless, according to the Sammis-Rice model, increas-
ing stressing rate due to increasing creep rate would still result in decreasing recurrence interval, i.e., the effect
would be the same as with the isolated asperity model. The result of the nonparametric Mann-Kendall test
is independent of any particular model of repeating earthquakes beyond the interpretation that decreasing
recurrence interval reflects increasing creep rate. This increases our confidence in the inference of accelerating
creep offshore south central Tohoku.

We find that GPS and repeating earthquake data from Northeastern Japan are best explained by decadal-scale
accelerating creep, some of which occurred at shallow depths (∼10 to 20 km). The rupture zone of the
Tohoku-oki earthquake appears to be partly outlined by slip acceleration (Figure 1b), implying that a sub-
stantial portion of the megathrust experienced accelerating aseismic slip, while most of the rupture area of
the Tohoku-oki earthquake was either locked or creeping at a constant rate during the 15 years before its
occurrence. Accelerating creep would result in increasing stressing rate on the locked parts of the megath-
rust, thereby promoting nucleation of moderate to large earthquakes. This could explain the higher rate of
Mw ∼ 7 events in the decade leading up to the Tohoku-oki earthquake [Sato et al., 2013].
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This study provides completely independent confirmation of a geodetically inferred long-term aseismic slip
transient [Mavrommatis et al., 2014; Yokota and Koketsu, 2015] and adds to the growing body of work report-
ing evidence of short- and long-term increases in seismic activity and transient slip preceding the Tohoku-oki
earthquake [Hasegawa and Yoshida, 2015]. Long-duration transients preceding massive megathrust earth-
quakes have not been observed before; however, few networks could have the resolving power for such a
finding. Whether the Tohoku transient implies that the physical conditions are unique to the Japan Trench
compared to other subduction zones is unknown. To address this question, improving geodetic and seismic
instrumentation of subduction zones worldwide is vital.
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